Association of executive women in the ICT field, what we do: our main point are include young women from lower social levels into the ICT software professional world in an appropriate level of training and connection with a job.

We are 92 executive women into ICT field, under a broader concept, including lawyers, marketing, human resources, all specialized on ICT field segments.

**NEXTI Objectives**

Our major focus is training young women in several software technologies due the huge demand existing nowadays in Brazil, allowing the trainees to enter into a job with some facility, with a position in a company as focus, with allows us to identify the correct level of training. With this strategy we expect to help young women to leapfrog their social level by entering in a better and promissor professional social level.

**NEXTI activities and accomplishments**

Besides to focus on our main point, we also keep close contact among us, exchange knowledge, help to get employment to other women among ours networks, improve business among the associates, exchange knowledge, we also make presentations about ICann issues,